NAME (PLEASE PRINT): __________________________________________
David Alan Black, It’s Still Greek to Me
WORKSHEET — The Sentence and Its Parts — Lesson 2

1. A sentence is a combination of words that express a ___________________ ____________________. How words are joined together to convey meaning is called ____________________. Sentences are constructed of two subordinate parts, the ___________________ and the ___________________. The _________________ merely indicates a thought that it does not express completely. The ____________________ expresses only part of a thought. In many respects, therefore, ___________________ is the most ____________________ ___________________ of ____________________ study.

2. Define the following terms:
   a. Subject _________________________________________________________________________________
   b. Predicate _______________________________________________________________________________
   c. Complete subject _________________________________________________________________________
   d. Complete predicate _______________________________________________________________________ 

3. In the following sentence, underline the complete subject and circle the complete predicate.

   You and your kind will never say bad things about my mother!

4. Match the following sentences with their appropriate classes:
   a. Didn’t I see you in Galilee? _____ Declarative Sentence
   b. Get that dog out of here! _____ Interrogative Sentence
   c. Well, hush my mouth! _____ Imperative Sentence
   d. The book is red. _____ Exclamatory Sentence

5. What is a verbal? __________________________________________________________________________

6. When you use the labels ____________________, ____________________, and ____________________, you are describing or ____________________ individual words. But when you use a _________________ vocabulary— ____________________, ____________________, and ____________________, for instance— you are describing the words of a sentence in ____________________ to one another. Knowing both vocabularies will help you improve your ability to read the Greek New Testament.